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We have investigated the surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) of chemically prepared single-crystal
nanocubes and nanospheres of Ag with three different molecules to quantitatively understand the effect of
sharp features on the SERS enhancement factor. Both experimental measurements and theoretical calculations
confirmed a higher SERS activity for the nanocubes as a result of sharp features on their surfaces. We also
found major discrepancies between the measured SERS intensities and those predicted from the electromagnetic
mechanism. Through analysis of SERS bands, we concluded that sharp features on the Ag nanocubes could
greatly increase the contribution of the chemical enhancement to the SERS intensity.

Introduction

Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is a technique
that greatly enhances the Raman scattering cross-sections for
molecules in the vicinity of metallic nanostructures.1 The
metallic structures are essential for SERS, as their localized
surface plasmon resonances can amplify Raman signals by many
orders of magnitude.2 SERS is truly a nanoscale phenomenon,
and its dependence on a myriad of subtle parameters, often at
the nanoscale, has made it a challenging subject to study, control,
and model. Yet, SERS has been shown to have the remarkable
capability to detect molecules at extraordinarily low concentra-
tions, even single molecules, making this technique unique and
extremely useful in numerous venues.3-5 While initial investiga-
tions of SERS were concerned with observing and recording
the SERS signals with an effort to simply maximize the SERS
effect, the current emphasis rests on understanding the funda-
mental aspects of SERS. This is essential for the rational design
of nanostructures that will give rise to a paramount SERS effect.6

In most of these studies, however, what has remained constant
is the empirical indicator of the prominence of a specific SERS
system, namely the enhancement factor (EF). The EF explicitly
denotes the magnitude of the enhancement in a SERS measure-
ment. It is extremely important for applications of SERS devices
and also for comparison with theory. Its importance is often
mired by differences in the definition of the EF and how it is
actually calculated. This fact has inspired critiques and studies
of the EF for numerous situations.7,8 In the present study, we
focus on metallic nanoparticles of Ag with cubic and spherical
shapes and compare these two substrates with respect to their
calculated EFs.

The use of metallic nanoparticles in SERS has a long history
which includes the first examples of single-molecule detection.9,10

These systems have given rise to the notion of hot spots (regions
where extraordinary SERS intensities are generated), and
subsequent simulations have fueled a great number of funda-

mental and practical studies into the role nanoscale gaps and
features play in SERS.11-14 While experiments are beginning
to come to terms with simulations of gaps and holes,15 there
has been no coherent experimental corroboration with theory
that suggests sharp nanoscale features can provide stronger
Raman scattering than smoother ones. Past studies have
primarily viewed the geometrical morphology of a nanoparticle
as a handle for controlling the frequency of the plasmon
resonance. These studies have confirmed the notion that, in
general, the most intense SERS is observed when the nanopar-
ticle’s surface plasmon is in resonance with the incident
radiation.16-18 However, the geometry of a metal nanoparticle
not only imparts the defined plasmon resonant frequencies but
also determines the spatial distribution and extent of the near-
field polarization dependencies and even how molecules interact
with the nanoparticle. Theoretical calculations predict that local
electric fields around a nanoparticle will be confined to corners
or sharp points, thereby increasing their SERS intensity.11 Yet,
the question of how significant this parameter is, particularly
with respect to holes and gaps, remains undetermined and is
anticipated to be relatively modest.12 To this end, single-crystal
nanocubes and nanospheres of Ag were prepared for SERS to
provide a clear example of this dependency. Our study reveals
some dependencies of SERS on sharp nanoscale features by
providing insight into the factors that contribute to high SERS
intensities, information that will undoubtedly be useful for the
rational design of nanostructures for SERS applications.

Experimental Section

Chemicals and Materials. Silver nitrate (AgNO3, 99%),
poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP, Mn ≈ 55 000), 4-methylben-
zenethiol (4-MBT, 98%), and 1-pentanethiol (1-PT, 98%) were
all obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Ethylene
glycol (EG) and sodium sulfide (Na2S, 99%) were obtained from
J. T. Baker, and 1,4-benzenedithiol (1,4-BDT, 98%) was
obtained from Alfa Aesar. Ethanol (200 proof) was obtained
from Pharmco Products Inc. All aqueous solutions were prepared
with deionized water (18.1 MΩ cm).

Particle Synthesis and Characterization. The Ag nanocubes
and Ag nanospheres were synthesized using the polyol method
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where AgNO3 is reduced in EG to elemental Ag and directed
to grow into a specific shape. The polyol-based synthesis of
Ag nanocubes has been developed into a robust method, and a
detailed protocol can be found elsewhere.19 In brief, the Ag
nanocubes were synthesized by reduction of AgNO3 with EG
in the presence of PVP and Na2S. Following synthesis, the Ag
nanocubes were isolated by centrifugation, washed with water
to remove EG and excess PVP, and, finally, dispersed in water
for storage. The Ag nanospheres were also prepared using the
polyol method, but in the presence of NaCl rather than Na2S.
A detailed protocol can be found elsewhere.20

The nanocubes and nanospheres were characterized by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), where the samples were
prepared by drying aqueous suspensions of the nanoparticles
on silicon substrates under ambient conditions. SEM images
were taken using a field-emission microscope operated at 15
kV. A JEOL 2100F high-resolution tunneling electron micro-
scope (HRTEM) operated at 200 kV was also used to take
images of the nanoparticles. Nanocube and nanosphere dimen-
sions were obtained from the SEM images using ImageJ (Wayne
Rasband, NIH) software. The localized surface plasmon reso-
nance (LSPR) of the nanoparticles were determined with a
Varian Cary 50 UV-vis spectrophotometer equipped with a
tungsten lamp. For each sample, the nanoparticle concentration
was estimated by determining the Ag+ concentration with ICP-
MS (Agilent 7500ce inductively coupled plasma spectrometer)
and using this knowledge with the nanoparticle dimensions from
SEM imaging. The error associated with determining the silver
ion concentration (the instrumental error and sample preparation)
was near 5%.

The nanoparticles were functionalized with a 1 mM ethanol
solution of the thiol over a period of 24 h. Ethanol was used to
wash the sample several times before resuspending the sample
in water to achieve a concentration of 0.5-3 nM of Ag
nanocubes or nanospheres.

Normal Raman Spectroscopy. Normal Raman spectroscopy
was recorded with solutions of ∼10 mM 1,4-BDT or 4-MBT
in basic NaOH (∼6 M), where the molecule is in an anionic
form and much more soluble in water. For 1-PT, the normal
Raman spectrum was taken with the neat liquid. For these
samples, λex ) 514 nm, Plaser ) 4.3 mW, and t ) 30 s.

Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering. The Raman spectra
were recorded from a solution phase using a Renishaw inVia
confocal Raman spectrophotometer coupled to a Leica micro-
scope with an 50× objective (NA ) 0.90) in backscattering
configuration. The 514 nm wavelength was generated from an
argon laser and used with a holographic notch filter based on a
grating of 1200 lines per millimeter. The backscattered Raman
signals were collected on a thermoelectrically cooled (-60 °C)
CCD detector. Sample cells were constructed by attaching the
caps of microcentrifuge tubes to glass slides. The cap acted as
a vessel for the liquid sample, and glass coverslips (0.17-0.13
mm) were carefully placed on top to eliminate solvent evapora-
tion and to act as a reference point from which the focal volume
was lowered to a depth of 200 µm into the sample. SERS data
was collected with λex ) 514 nm, Plaser ) 4.1 mW, and t )
10 s.

Processing of the Raman spectra and all data analysis was
done with IGOR Pro software (Portland, OR). All data was
baseline corrected before normalization. For the baseline cor-
rection a fourth-order polynomial was fitted to the raw Raman
spectrum and subtracted. Vector normalization was done by
calculating the sum of the squared intensity values of the
spectrum and using the squared root of this sum as the

normalization constant.21 Peak areas, not intensities, were used
for data analysis. Lorentzian fits for the Raman modes were
found with IgorPro MultiPeakFit software. A cubic polynomial
baseline defined by the fit program was used. Four variables
were fit, including the area, peak amplitude, width, and the
center of frequency. Goodness of fit was gauged by comparing
the standard deviation (σ) of the fit parameters with σ < 15%.

Determination of the Enhancement Factor. A significant
problem in determining the EF is its dependence on the number
of molecules in the scattering volume.7 Without knowing this
parameter, interpreting the measured EF can be difficult. To
attenuate this problem, 1,4-BDT, 4-MBT, and 1-PT were used
to determine the EF as these molecules bind to the metal surface
in a known way and form only a monolayer.22-25 This was
confirmed through SERS by periodically checking for S-H
stretching bands (∼2550 cm-1 for the benzenethiols and 2575
cm-1 for 1-PT) and S-S stretching bands (∼530 cm-1), as these
bands would develop in a multilayer. The Supporting Informa-
tion (Tables S1-S3) lists the Raman bands that were observed
in this study for each of these molecules. The EF was calculated
using eq 1 shown below

EF)
ISERS

IBulk
×

NBulk

Nads
(1)

where NBulk is the number of molecules in the scattering volume
for the normal Raman measurement and Nads is the number of
adsorbed molecules in the scattering volume for SERS. ISERS is
the peak area of a band from the SERS measurement and IBulk

is the peak area of the same band from the normal Raman
measurement. A sample EF calculation is provided in the
Supporting Information. We have quantified the error in eq 1
by extrapolating the errors associated with the standard deviation
of the Lorentzian peak fit and uncertainties in the calculated
concentrations. We found that the error associated with eq 1 is
about 20% for all the calculated average EFs.

Theoretical Calculations. The discrete-dipole approximation
(DDA) method26 was used to calculate the far-field extinction
spectra and the near-field distributions at an excitation wave-
length of 514 nm for the Ag nanocubes. We used 64 000 dipoles
to approximate the nanocube at different polarizations to account
for the nanocube’s random orientation to the laser polarization.
For the Ag sphere, Mie theory was employed to calculate the
extinction spectra as well as the near-field distribution when
the sphere is irradiated at a wavelength of 514 nm. All
calculations were performed for particles in an external dielectric
medium of water.

Results and Discussion

The polyol method for synthesis of noble-metal nanocrystals
has been developed to a point where many well-defined shapes
are now available as uniform samples and in relatively large
quantities.27 This, coupled with the sophistication of current
electromagnetic simulations of light-particle interactions, has
enabled the synthesis of nanoparticles with predetermined
spectral attributes.28 Figure 1 shows SEM and TEM images of
the particles used in this study that were synthesized using the
polyol method. The objective of this work is to closely compare
the SERS of nanocubes, with eight sharp corners, to nano-
spheres, which have no sharp features. Figure 2 shows the
normalized experimental and calculated extinction spectra for
Ag nanocubes and nanospheres. It is worth pointing out that
only recently have we been able to generate single-crystal
nanospheres as uniform samples by modifying the polyol
method for truncated Ag nanocubes that involved the use of
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oxygen and chloride.20 Although these structures were actually
truncated octahedrons, they had the most spherical shape
possible for single-crystal Ag nanoparticles and had the same
far-field properties as simulated for nanospheres of similar sizes
(see Figure 2B). Note that the simulated extinction spectra were
in good agreement with the experimentally determined spectra
for the particles used in this study. In Figure 2A, the shoulder
at 390 nm seems to originate from the splitting of the original

dipole resonance peak for a small silver nanocube as a result
of the sharp corners.29

We recorded the SERS of three different molecules chemi-
sorbed onto nanocubes and nanospheres, as seen in Figure 3.
The molecules used in this study, 1,4-BDT, 4-MBT, and 1-PT,
readily adsorb to the silver suface through a thiolate bond,
forming a monolayer which has been, in general, well
characterized.22,25,30 This allows us to predict how many
molecules are adsorbed on each nanoparticle and the orientation
of the molecule on the surface of the nanoparticle. This
information, along with the nanoparticle concentration (see
Supporting Information), allows us to estimate the number of
molecules that we were sampling with each acquisition.

The SERS measurement that is of interest to this study is the
average EF experienced by a molecule on either a nanocube or
nanosphere. The EFs presented herein are averages for three
reasons: (i) the nanoparticles have no specific orientation relative
to the polarization of the excitation source, (ii) our SERS data
originates from the entire surface of the nanoparticle (i.e., this
study does not involve single molecules or isolation of “hot
spots”), and (iii) the measurement involves many hundreds of
nanoparticles. The average EFs calculated for the nanocubes
and nanospheres are summarized in Table 1. A detailed
calculation can be found in the Supporting Information. Table
1 also shows the expected orientation of the molecule on the
Ag nanoparticle surface. 1,4-BDT has been shown to form a
monolayer with both sulfur groups forming a thiolate bond on
the Ag surface.30 This puts the benzene ring of the molecule in
close proximity to the surface of the nanoparticle. In contrast,
4-MBT forms only one thiolate bond and is believed to form a
monolayer semiperpendicular to the metal surface.22,31 Like other
alkanethiols, 1-PT forms a well-defined self-assembled mono-
layer, with the sulfur group forming a thiolate bond and
neighboring alkane chains forming cohesion bonds through van

Figure 1. SEM images (A, C) and TEM images (B, D) of the Ag nanocubes and Ag nanospheres used for SERS measurements in this study. The
nanocubes, shown in parts A and B, had an average edge length of 38 ( 8 nm. The nanospheres, shown in parts C and D, had an average diameter
of 35 ( 7 nm. The scale bars correspond to 1 µm in A and C and 10 nm in B and D.

Figure 2. The calculated far-field extinction spectra (solid) and the
experimentally measured extinction spectra (dashed) for Ag nanocubes
38 nm in edge length (A) and Ag nanospheres 35 nm in diameter (B).
All spectra were calculated or measured for particles suspended in water.
The main extinction peak was located at 440 nm for the nanocubes
and 410 nm for the nanospheres.
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der Walls interactions.32 These molecules were used as probes
to determine the average EFs of both the nanocubes and the
nanospheres in this study.

Table 1 shows that the calculated average EFs were consis-
tently larger for the nanocubes compared with the nanospheres.
This result was in agreement with our previous work comparing
nanocubes and truncated nanocubes (cubes with the corners
attenuated by etching), where the nanoparticles with sharper
features gave larger average EFs.33 Table 1 also shows that 1,4-
BDT and 4-MBT had a significantly larger average EF as
compared with 1-PT for both nanoparticles. The average EFs
calculated for 1,4-BDT and 4-MBT were similar for the
nanocubes but different for the nanospheres, with the 1,4-BDT
having a larger average EF. There was no clear trend that

connected the molecular geometry to the magnitude of the EF
based solely on the symmetries of the Raman tensors of the
various bands studied. This was expected, as it is difficult to
connect molecular geometries solely to the SERS EF primarily
because this dependence has proven to be inconsistent and hard
to establish experimentally.30,34 Nor did the calculated average
EFs show a clear relationship between the Stokes wavelengths
(the bands identified in Table 1) and the wavelength of excitation
laser. It is well-known that SERS EFs have two multiplicative
contributions from the underlying plasmon resonance, one at
the laser wavelength and the other at the Stokes wavelength
(the scattered photons).35 The EF decreases as the difference
between these frequencies increases. The fact that the average
EFs calculated herein do not show this trend supports a fixed
adsorption geometry for the molecules studied,8 or, simply, that
this effect was too weak to be detected.

The larger average EFs calculated for the nanocubes relative
to the nanospheres can be readily understood in terms of particle
shape and near-field properties. While size also plays a role in
the EF of a nanoparticle, for the particles compared in Table 1,
nanocubes of 38 nm in edge length and nanospheres of 35 nm
in diameter, the size difference was not significant enough to
contribute to the large discrepancy in average EFs of these two
particles. A nanoparticle’s size is expected to affect its ability
to enhance Raman signals.35 This dependency is valid for
nanoparticles under 100 nm, where larger nanoparticles will
enhance Raman signals more than smaller nanoparticles with
all else being equal. Our results suggest that size dependency
does not contribute to the large difference between the EFs for
the nanocubes and nanospheres discussed in this study. In Figure
4, the SERS spectra from larger nanocubes (46 nm in edge
length) are shown, and the average EFs for 1,4-BDT and 4-MBT
are shown in Table 2. We found the average EFs calculated
from the nanocubes of 46 nm in edge length to be consistent
with those from the nanocubes 38 nm in edge length as well as
the SERS band morphologies. These results indicate that shape
plays a much more important role in maximizing the EF
compared with a size difference of ∼10 nm for nanocubes.

It is well-established that the shape of a nanoparticle affects
its near-field properties, and these near-field properties, in turn,

Figure 3. SERS spectra taken from nanocubes 38 nm in edge length
(top trace) and nanospheres 35 nm in diameter (middle trace) and the
normal Raman scattering spectra (bottom trace), for three different
molecules: (A) 1,4-BDT, (B) 4-MBT, and (C) 1-PT. The numbers above
each spectrum represent the scale in adu mW-1 s-1. In part C, the peak
at 1640 cm-1 is from water and is present because of the low Raman
intensity of 1-PT on nanospheres.

TABLE 1: Average Enhancement Factors Calculated for
the Nanocubes of 38 nm in Edge Length and Nanospheres of
35 nm in Diameter Used in This Studya

a The average EFs were calculated for the 8a vibrational mode
(1561 cm-1) and the 9a vibrational mode (1183 cm-1) of
1,4-benzenedithiol (1,4-BDT), the 8a vibrational mode (1593 cm-1)
and the 7a vibrational mode (1072 cm-1) of 4-methylbenzenethiol
(4-MBT), and the S-C stretching mode (706 cm-1) and the CH3

rocking mode (890 cm-1) of 1-pentanethiol (1-PT). All experiments
used a 514 nm excitation laser and were performed in water.
b Wavenumber in cm-1. The molecular footprint, or area occupied
by the molecules on the metal surface, were 0.54 nm2 for 1,4-BDT,
0.19 nm2 for 4-MBT, and 0.21 nm2 for 1-PT and were taken from
refs 24, 50, and 51 respectively.
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are believed to affect the SERS activity of a particular system.35

This can be seen through the simulation in Figure 5, where the
electric field enhancement (|E|) contours are plotted around Ag
nanocubes and Ag nanopheres. The near-field properties of the
nanocubes and the nanospheres were computed to allow for a
direct comparison between the theoretical and experimental
results. The DDA method was used to calculate the distribution
and intensity of the electric field enhancement surrounding a
Ag nanocube (38 nm in edge length), and Mie theory was used
to calculate the electric field enhancement of a Ag nanosphere
(35 nm in diameter). Figure 5A shows the |E| contours with the
laser polarized along the [110] direction of the nanocube. As
we have previously shown, laser polarization can have signifi-
cant affects on the SERS of a nanocube;36 however, in this study
the cubes are suspended in solution with no fixed orientation.
Therefore, combining the field distributions over many orienta-
tions and averaging them over the particle surface will result
in an average value that can be used to predict the experimen-

tally determined average EF for each particle (as the SERS EF
is proportional to the fourth-power of the electric field enhance-
ment for simple systems).37,38 The average EF was calculated
to be 4.8 × 104 at 0.5 nm above the cube surface. In contrast,
as readily seen in Figure 5B, the sphere had much lower |E|
contours with an average EF of 1.2 × 102 at 0.5 nm above the
surface. These estimates do not take into account the molecules
used in this study and hence only predict the electromagnetic
enhancement contribution to the measured EF. Research has
shown that SERS is a combination of two effects, namely the
electromagnetic enhancement and the chemical enhancement.35,39

The chemical enhancement is dependent on the interaction
between the molecule and the metal surface and is generally
thought to contribute to the overall EF by a few orders of
magnitude (10-100). The electromagnetic enhancement is
thought to be the major contributor to SERS (with enhancements
as large as ∼1010) and, as noted above, is dependent on the
near-field properties generated by plasmon effects, which are
sensitive to many parameters including the shape of the metal
nanoparticle.

The dependency of the near-field properties on shape can be
understood in terms of the LSPR. The LSPR is the collective
oscillation of the conduction electrons of a metallic nanoparticle
induced by light.40 It is known that the LSPR peaks of
nanoparticles with sharp features will be red-shifted with respect
to smooth nanoparticles, as seen in Figure 2. This red-shift

Figure 4. Extinction spectra and SERS spectra from Ag nanocubes
with an average edge length of 46 ( 6 nm: (A) The far-field extinction
spectra for the Ag nanocubes (black line) and after functionalization
with 1,4-BDT (red line), 4-MBT (green line), and 1-PT (blue line).
All spectra were taken in water after sonication. The inset shows the
TEM image of the Ag nanocubes where the scale bar is 50 nm. For
these nanocubes, the main extinction peak was located at 450 nm and
was red-shifted ∼15 nm after functionalization with the thiolate SAMs.
(B) SERS spectra taken from nanocubes in part A for three different
molecules: 1,4-BDT (top trace), 4-MBT (middle trace), and 1-PT
(bottom trace). The numbers above each spectrum represents the scale
in adu mW-1 s-1.

TABLE 2: Average Enhancement Factors for 1,4-BDT and
4-MBT Adsorbed on Nanocubes of 46 nm in Edge Lengtha

molecule bandb mode nanocube std dev

1,4-BDT 1561 8a Ag 5.7 × 105 5.8 × 103

1183 9a Ag 4.9 × 105 4.4 × 103

4-MBT 1593 8a Ag 6.1 × 105 8.4 × 103

1072 7a Ag 4.4 × 105 7.7 × 103

a The average EFs were calculated for the 8a vibrational mode
(1561 cm-1) and the 9a vibrational mode (1183 cm-1) of 1,4-BDT
and the 8a vibrational mode (1593 cm-1) and the 7a vibrational
mode (1072 cm-1) of 4-MBT. b Wavenumber in cm-1.

Figure 5. Electric field enhancement (|E|) contours for a Ag nanocube
of 38 nm in edge length and a Ag nanosphere of 35 nm in diameter
with an excitation wavelength of 514 nm and with water as the external
dielectric medium. The cartoon at the bottom of each contour plot shows
the plane of the nanoparticle represented by the calculated |E| contour
plot. For part A, the incident light is along the z-axis and the E-field
along the [110] direction, and for part B, the incident light is along the
z-axis and the E-field along the x-axis. For the cube, the E-field
enhancement is localized at the corners.
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reflects an attenuation of the rate of plasmon oscillation and is
understood to be caused by the accumulation of the surface
electrons to the sharp features of the nanoparticle, effectively
increasing charge separation and reducing the restoring force
for electron oscillation.41 This is readily seen in the DDA
calculations in Figure 5A, where the E-field, produced by the
oscillation of surface electrons, is confined to the corners of
the nanocube, greatly increasing the E-field intensity and the
SERS activity of the nanocubes compared with the nanospheres.

Besides the larger measured average EF for the nanocubes,
another general observation of Table 1 was the larger than
predicted average EF for nearly all molecule-substrate combina-
tions (except for 1-PT on Ag nanospheres). We have considered
the possibility that hot spots might have formed in solution due
to nanoparticle aggregation and this was the origin of the larger
than predicted average EF for both the nanocubes and nano-
spheres. While there was surely some aggregation in each
sample, there are several factors that eliminate this possibility.
The first is the highly uniaxial nature of the coupling of hot
spots with the incident laser polarization and the fact that dimers,
trimers, or other clusters are moving randomly in solution, so
this coupling is exceedingly rare and transitory.42 Also, the
disparity between the predicted and measured average EF varies
from ∼14 to ∼1.2 with the aromatic groups giving much larger
average EFs and the average EF for 1-PT being typically ∼2
times greater than expected. Contributions to the SERS from
aggregation would be more consistent, as hot spots typically
report EFs with a magnitude near 108. Finally, aggregation was
not readily seen in the solution or the SEM (besides what can
be expected from capillary interactions during sample drying),
and the LSPR spectra support that there was no significant
aggregation in the suspension (see Supporting Information).

These results suggest that there was possibly some chemical
contribution to the measured average EFs and this is why the
measured values are greater than predicted by theory, which
accounts only for electromagnetic enhancement. This was further
supported by the band shapes and intensities of the molecules
used in this study, which were significantly different for the
nanocubes and nanospheres, as seen in Figure 3. The chemical
enhancement in SERS comes from the modification of the
Raman polarizability of the molecule by direct electronic
interaction with the metal surface. The chemical contribution
can be understood from two different aspects. The first is the
CHEM enhancement, which is primarily ground-state chemical
interactions between the molecule and nanoparticle that do not
include excitations and are dependent on polarizability (a static
chemical enhancement), and the second is the CT enhancement,
where the excitation wavelength is resonant with nanoparticle-
molecule charge-transfer transitions.39 For this experiment, it
was impossible to separate these two contributions, but because
the CHEM enhancement is predicted to be fairly modest (∼10),
it is probably coupled with the CT enhancement. As noted
above, the disparity between the average EFs of the nanocubes
and nanospheres is larger than predicted, by a factor of ∼6 for
4-MBT and ∼3 for 1,4-BDT. The difference in the measured
average EFs of the nanocubes and nanospheres compared with
theory is interesting. We believe that sharp corners on metallic
nanoparticles are not only locations of strong E-field intensities
but are also special sites that can give rise to larger CHEM
enhancements relative to smooth surfaces or highly coordinated
areas. As recently demonstrated with Ag and Au clusters,43,44

pyridine that was adsorbed to the corner of the cluster was
predicted to have a larger CHEM enhancement when compared
with the surface. For the silver cluster, these chemical enhance-

ments were on the order of 8 and 4 for pyridine adsorbed at the
corner and the surface, respectively. This was consistent with
our observations for 1-PT, where the discrepancy between the
predicted and calculated average EF for the 1-PT C-S stretching
mode was ∼2 for the nanocubes. For the nanospheres the
difference was not significant considering the error involved in
the measurement, nor were the CH3 rocking modes found to be
significantly different than predicted for either particle. For 1,4-
BDT and 4-MBT, it is possible that the CHEM enhancement
contributed to some of the additional enhancement, but for these
molecule-particle combinations the measured EF was greater
than predicted by a much larger factor.

For 1,4-BDT and 4-MBT, our results suggest that sharp
features can lead to a greater CT enhancement. For 1,4-BDT
thiolate, the broadening of the 1058 and 1085 cm-1 bands into
one large band near ∼1066 cm-1, when adsorbed on to the
nanoparticles, is indicative of surface-molecule π interactions.24,45

This is readily seen in Figure 3A for the nanocubes and
nanospheres. For 4-MBT, the benzene ring breathing modes
were also broadened relative to the normal Raman spectrum;
however, these bands did not undergo broadening to the extent
of 1,4-BDT. This distinction is important, because for the CT
enhancement, the degree to which the benzene π orbitals are
spatially related to the metal surface is thought to be directly
related to the amount of vibronic coupling between these orbitals
and the metal surface: the more coupling, the larger the SERS
EF.46 For benzene and its derivatives, broadening (and to a lesser
extent red-shifting) of the ring breathing modes can be
considered evidence for surface-π orbital interaction.30,45

Furthermore, some of these bands are often seen as “blinking”
in single molecule SERS and are believed to be indicators of
charge transfer or wave function mixing between the π orbitals
and the metal surface.39 This blinking phenomenon can be
understood in terms of the change in spatial orientation of the
molecule, where CT enhancement occurs with a magnitude
proportional to how well the molecular π orbitals can couple
with metal surface.47 While no blinking was observed in this
experiment (nor was any expected), some modes were found
to be sensitive to the nanoparticle morphology and were
selectively enhanced (that is, the particular mode was more
enhanced than the majority of other modes) or appeared only
with certain nanoparticle morphology. For the aromatic thiolates
in this study, the spectra in Figure 6 suggest that there is more
π orbital coupling to the Ag surface of the nanocubes as opposed
to the nanospheres. For 1,4-BDT, this is readily seen in Figure
6A, where the fundamental benzene ring breathing mode 1 is
split into a doublet for the normal Raman (peaks 1085 and 1058
cm-1) and are merged into one feature for the sphere, indicating
that both peaks have substantially broadened. For the cubes,
these peaks have continued to broaden to form a single band at
1066 cm-1, indicating more surface-π orbital interaction as
compared with the nanosphere. In general, all the SERS bands
associated with ring breathing modes were broader compared
with the normal Raman of the 1,4-BDT anion; however, the
extent of the broadening varied considerably.

Similar to 1,4-BDT, this broadening trend was consistent for
4-MBT as seen in Figure 6B for the ring breathing mode 8a
(1593 cm-1). Although, contrasting the peak area of the 1593
cm-1 band for the nanosphere and nanocube, it is not clear if
there is substantial broadening of the band at 1593 cm-1 or if
the broadening is primarily due to the selective enhancement
of the 8b mode at 1578 cm-1. While the 1578 cm-1 peak could
not be used to calculate the average EF (this peak is not present
in the normal Raman spectrum), contrasting this peak area
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between the Ag nanocubes and Ag nanospheres gives a factor
of ∼1.5, indicating the sensitivity of this band to particle
morphology. Furthermore, this b2 in-plane mode has been
associated with the CT enhancement for the molecule 4-ami-
nobenzenethiol (4-ABT) as well as other b2 bands.48 For the
SERS of 4-MBT on nanocubes, the 1578 cm-1 b2 mode showed
a selective enhancement and broadening, merging with the band
at 1556 cm-1, as seen in Figure 6B. Other bands associated
with b2 modes observed for 4-MBT in this study, 1157 and 1371
cm-1, did not follow a clear trend in terms of selective
enhancement. For the 1,4-BDT, the bands at 1010 and 1123
cm-1 were selectively enhanced for the Ag nanocubes. These
bands, which we assigned to 18a and 18b modes, are also in-
plane vibrations.30 For both 1,4-BDT and 4-MBT, the selective
enhancement and broadening of these bands is evidence for CT
enhancement and suggests a greater coupling between the metal
surface and the molecule for nanocubes as opposed to nano-
spheres. This was consistent with the average EF calculations.
The average EFs reported for the nanocubes were on average
∼10 times greater than predicted, while the average EFs for
the nanospheres were on average ∼2 times greater than
predicted. This dependency is seen plainly with the molecule
4-MBT. As shown in Figure 5A, nearly all of the enhancement
for the nanocube will occur near the corners of the particle.
Since corners are also where significant defects in monolayers
are located,49 we expect these defect sites to allow for the parallel
or flat adsorption of 4-MBT, leading to a larger CT enhance-
ment. This is why the 4-MBT has an average EF similar to that

of 1,4-BDT when chemisorbed onto the nanocubes but not the
nanospheres. The nanospheres do not have the sharp features
that not only disrupt the monolayer and promote more coupling
between the molecule and the metal surface but also localize
the E-fields at these locations.

Conclusion

For Ag nanoparticles with a similar size and far-field
properties, we found that particles with sharp nanoscale features
on the surface provided a greater SERS enhancement. This
dependency was made clear through near-field calculations,
where large E-field enhancements were found at the sharp
corners of the nanocubes used in this study. We also found
evidence to suggest that these features imparted a greater
chemical enhancement contribution to the overall SERS signal
based on quantitative calculations and the band morphology of
benzene ring modes. The larger chemical enhancement from
sharp features can be understood in terms of the interaction
between the molecule and the metal surface. The thiolate SAMs
used in this study form readily on both the nanocubes and
nanospheres, however, nanoparticle features that are sharp have
intrinsically fewer cohesive neighbors and are, therefore,
relatively higher energy. These regions coordinate more strongly
with adsorbed molecules and cause defects in the monolayers,
increasing the propensity for nanoparticle-molecule interactions
that can lead to greater chemical enhancements for SERS. Shape
therefore plays an important role in SERS, not only in terms of
localizing E-fields at sharp features, but also in terms of surface
chemistry and the molecule-surface interaction. Our data
confirms that sharp features should be included in the design
of hot spots in order to take advantage of this useful property.
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